Just like cupcakes, scientific abstracts represent a shorter, sweeter version of your publication masterpiece. Come learn the recipe to create the perfect scientific abstract!

During the lecture, you will learn about the structure of abstracts and how to catch the reader’s attention.

You will also get a chance to practice writing your own abstract during the workshop. No ongoing publication or upcoming poster? Don’t panic - we will provide sample articles for you to practice.

Thursday, November 12, 2020
1:30pm to 2:30pm

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/how-to-write-a-scientific-abstract-science-communication-series-event-tickets-128066220513

This event is brought to you as part of the Science Communication Series 2020-2021
Attendance = 1 point  |  Submission of the writing test = 3 points  |  Submission deadline Nov. 26
For questions and assignment submission please contact: scicommseries@jefferson.edu